
Virqinia Beavert YAKIMA—SAHAPTIN LANGUAGE 107=108

GETTING ACQUAINTEO

1. Av! Hello! Av xitwav, mish nam rnisha?

Hello relative, what are you doinc?

2. Ink nash I am Ink nash kutkutsha. mish nam imk?
I am working, what about you?

3. Waniksha one’s name Shin nam wanikeha?
What is your name?

4. Wanik - name Wanikahaash Chusapiin.
My name is Josephine.

5. Shin who (snq) Shin ikw’ak iwa?
Who is that (person)?

6. Ikw’ak that pron) Ikw’ak Awinsh iwanikaha Taain.

That man is named Tom.

7. Shiman who (p1) Shiman ikw’ak pawa?
Who are those (people)?

8. Shiwanish straner Shiwanish-ma pawa.
They are stranciers.

9. Minik where from Mnik pawa?
Where are they from?

10. Paysh maybe Paysh pawa xavx knik.
Maybe they come from the east.

NOTE; When you ask a question and use “that” and “those”
you can say “tim” for singular; “tiinma” plural, to
identify people and person. If you are asking about an
object, animal, or thing, it would be better understood
when you name the “thing, “ “animal, “ or “object. “

Aykawaas chair; k’usik’usi dog, kakya bird; latit flower.
Practice using these as you study the sentences above.
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Virginia Heavert YAKIMA-SAHAPTIN LANGUAGE 107=108

GETTING ACQUAINTED

1. Ày! Hello!

2. tnk nash I am

3. Wanikoha one’s name

4. Wanik - name

5. Shin who (eng)

6. Ikw’ak that (pron)

7. Shiman who (p1)

8. Shiwanish stranger

Ay xitway, migh nam misha?
Hello relative, what are you doing?

Ink nash kutkutsha. mish nam imk?
I am working, what about you?

Shin nam wanikaha?
What is your name?

Wanikshsash Chuaapiin.
My name is Josephine.

Shin ikw’ak iwa?
Who is that (person)?

Ikw’ak winsh iwanikaha Tasm.
That man is named Tom.

Shiman ikw’ak paws?
Who are those (people)?

• fs_
Shiwanish-ma paws.
They are strangers.

9. flinik where from Minik paws?
Where are they from?

Paysh paws xayx knik.
Maybe they come from the east.
ck 7f€y

NOTE; When you ak a quest.ion and use “that” and “those”
you can say “tim” for singular; “tiinma” plural, to
identify people and person. If you are asking about an
ob-ject, animal, or thing, it would be better understood
when you name the “thing, “ “animal, “ or “ob-ject. “

Aykswaas chair; k’usik’usi dog, kakys bird; latit flower.
Practice using these as you study the sentences above.

10. Paysh maybe


